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ABSTRACT 

Compression is one of the most important tools in modern music production. Yet there is 

no research conducted on the subject. It is also thought that there is no best compressor 

setting. The purpose of this study is to find which compressor settings future sound 

engineers subjectively think sound best on drums. A listening test was performed where 

test subjects were given five sounds with different compressor settings and were asked to 

choose the setting they thought sounded best. 15 individuals did the listening test and the 

results show a wide spread of choices. One of the problems was that there were very 

small audible differences between the settings. Another problem was there might be 

different opinions of what ‘best’ is. 
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BACKGROUND    

Compression plays a major roll in modern music production so much that Bobby 

Owsinski (1999) writes that nothing can affect you mix as much and in so many ways as 

compression because manipulating the dynamics plays a major role in the sound. One big 

difference between the sound of a semi professional and a professional mix is the way 

compression is used. It is also possible to separate different sound engineers by their use 

of compression. Michael Cooper (2001) writes if you’re not using a compressor properly 

you’re not getting the best sounds possible. Therefore it is of great importance to 

understand how compression works.  

 

Compression can as Paul White (1996) describes it, be thought of as simply a process of 

reducing the difference between the loudest and the softest parts of a piece of music or a 

track. It does so by automatically turning down the gain when the signal reaches a 

threshold value. Bobby Owsinski (1999) explains compression as an automated level 

control using the input signal to determine the output level. How much of the input signal 

that is going to be processed is set by the threshold. 

 

According to Barry Rudolph (2004) threshold is the level of an incoming signal at which 

the compressor changes from a unity gain amplifier into a compressor reducing gain. This 

means that the compressor will not affect the signal below the threshold value but once 

the threshold is exceeded, the compressor starts reducing the gain. Michael Cooper 

(2001) exemplifies with having the threshold at zero dB means that all signals above zero 

dB get compressed, while those that fall below zero dB are unaffected. Paul White (1996) 

writes because signals that are exceeding the threshold value are reduced in level the 

signal peaks will no longer be as loud as they were before compression, a further stage of 

make-up gain is added to make up for any losses in level. While threshold sets at which 

level compression starts, ratio sets how much to compress. 

 

Barry Rudolph (2004) writes that ratio is the difference between the signal increase at the 

input of the compressor and the increase at the output. According to Paul White (1996) 

when an input signal reaches the threshold of the compressor, gain reduction starts. But it 
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is the ratio that determines the extent the incoming signal is reduced. Michael Cooper 

(2001) writes the number on the left of the ratio refers to the input and the number on the 

right refers to the output. He exemplifies this with a 2:1 ratio means that a signal that 

exceeds the threshold by two dB will result in a signal one dB above the threshold at the 

output of the compressor. Another example is if the signal exceeds the threshold by six 

dB and the same 2:1 ratio the six dB input will result in a three dB output. While 

threshold and ratio deals with levels, attack and release deal with time. 

 

Barry Rudolph (2004) writes the attack time refers to the time it takes for the compressor 

to start reducing gain after the threshold level has been reached. Attack time affects 

sound quality in terms of brightness or the amount of high frequency content. If the attack 

time is very short the initial transient portion of a sound will activate the compressor and 

only a small fraction of the transient will pass through the compressor without being 

affected. Since most of the brightness of a sound is in the attack portion of the sound 

especially with percussive sounds the conveyed brightness will be diminished. With 

longer attack times the problem instead becomes ineffective compression. This according 

to Waves (2004) is because with longer attack time the compressor sees less of the 

incoming signal which results in less compression. Barry Rudolph (2004) writes that 

typical compressor attack times range from less then one millisecond to more then 100 

milliseconds. Attack time sets when the compressor starts to work but the release time 

sets how long the compressor should continue to work. 

 

According to Paul White (1996) release time sets how long time it takes for the level to 

rise to normal after the incoming signal has fallen below the threshold. If the release time 

is to fast the signal level will ‘pump’ which is when the level of the signal goes up and 

down in a very audible way. If the release time is to long, the level will not have 

recovered by the time the threshold is exceeded again. Barry Rudolph (2004) writes that 

typical values of release times range from as fast as 20 milliseconds to over five seconds. 

The four parameters of a compressor control how it affects a sound, but it is also 

important to know that compressing a sound can be approached in different ways.  
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According to Bobby Owsinski (1999) there are two main reasons to add compression to a 

musical recording. The first reason is to control the dynamics and the second reason is to 

add compression as an effect. When used to control the dynamics it is meant that the 

compressor is used to keep the level of a track more even. It does so by reducing the level 

of the strong passages and then raising the overall level. This makes the softer passages 

louder and the stronger passages softer. When using a compressor as an effect it changes 

the sound of the track instead. For instance when the track should appear closer or when 

it should appear more aggressive. The compressor accomplishes this by changing the 

volume envelope of a sound so that it has more or less attack and decay resulting in what 

can be described as a ‘punchier’ or ‘fatter’ sound. Something drums are the perfect 

candidate for. 

 

Tom Crich (2005) states that drums can be compressed more then other instruments 

because they are more percussive and less musical. However he warns that if the drums 

are over compressed they will lose their impact because the low end can’t push the 

speakers. Waves (2004) claims that no matter how you compress drums it will always be 

an effect, the trick is making it a desired effect. Compression on drums has many uses 

and according to Paul White (2001) the uses range from managing levels to creating tonal 

changes and pumping artifacts. Since compressing drums can do so many different things 

some favorable settings are useful. 

 

Tom Crich (2005) considers that proper compression can make drum sound solid. But 

does this mean that there is a setting on the compressor that is optimum for drums? Or is 

it a range of settings?  Is it all dependent on personal taste? Searching for previous 

scientific research has resulted in no hits for how compressor parameters influence 

sounds. The problem with no previous research is as Michael Cooper (2001) writes that 

compression is perhaps the least understood process in modern music production. The 

problem can be split into two reasons. The first reason is changing a parameter’s value on 

a compressor yields a sonic results that is very subtle which makes it hard to hear the 

difference. Secondly the compressors parameters work together interactively and the 

results are also very subtle. 
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PURPOSE  

The purpose of this study is to find which compressor settings future sound engineers 

subjectively think sound best on drums. It is important to note that the test subjects decide 

their own definition of what sounds best. Furthermore this study will only deal with 

compression as an effect. The same compression will be applied to both the bass drum 

and snare. The compressed signal will not be mixed with an uncompressed version for 

additive compression.  
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METHOD  

Creating the listening test  

The listening test is going to use 84 different settings applied to the same drumloop. The 

84 settings are divided into four different parameters of a compressor; attack, release, 

ratio and threshold.  

 

The listening test was done in Swedish to make it easier for the test subjects to 

understand and perform the listening test. The listening test starts with some information 

about the structure of the listening test. On the next page each of the parameters are 

explained and what the test subjects should listen for.  

 

The listening test progresses with a page that has some questions about the test subjects 

themselves. Such as what year and class they are attending. But also how well they think 

they can use a compressor which lists five alternatives. The alternatives are: not at all, 

poorly, good, very good and excellent. To be consistent five alternatives were chosen e.g. 

five sounds, five choices. The alternatives were chosen to represent five different levels 

of how well you can use a compressor.  The final question is, if the test subjects use 

loudspeakers or headphones.  

 

The next page defines the rules for the listening test, such as the goal is for the test 

subjects is to choose the sound they think sounds best. They should do the test separately. 

Comments located on each page are optional. There are also some instructions e.g. the 

listening test has five buttons each marked 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Press the buttons to play a 

sound. The page also informs the test subjects that there is no reverse button so there 

choice on each page is final.  

 

Then the actual listening test starts. On all pages of the listening test there is a question: 

How content are you with your choice? (Hur nöjd är du med ditt val?). It lists five 

alternatives which are: not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content 

and extremely content. The alternatives were chosen to represent five different levels of 

how pleased the listener is with their choice of sound.  
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The listening test has a number of features to make it easy to test and evaluate the 

compression settings. The first design incorporated into the listening test was to have two 

different levels (se figure one). The first level has settings with larger leaps between the 

settings and level two has much smaller leaps. This would allow the test subject to make 

a coarse selection on level one while level two would make it possible to select a more 

precise setting. This means that the setting chosen on level one determines which sub 

page is shown at level two (se figure one). Since there are five settings to choose from on 

level one there needs to be five level two pages with five settings on each.  

 

It was also important to use control questions that use the exact same settings as the 

ordinary questions. The purpose of the control question is to see if the test subjects can 

pick the same setting twice. If they can it strengthens the reliability of the results. The test 

subject will therefore first visit four level one pages with sounds, one for each parameter. 

Then the test subject will visit four level two pages with sounds. Since it would be too 

much with eight more pages of sounds the control questions are limited to four, two on 

each level (se figure one).  

 

To make sure that the results gathered are not because of listening fatigue the order of the 

pages or randomized. But since the test subjects choice on level one dictates were the test 

subject ends up at level two, the listening test must follow a certain order. First ordinary 

questions level one, then ordinary questions level two, then control questions level one 

and last control questions level two. So it’s only the order of the compressor parameters 

that is randomized. A complete walkthrough of the listening test can be found in 

appendix one in Swedish, and a translated version in English in appendix two. 
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Figure one: Shows how the listening test progresses. First there are four randomized level one pages.  The 

choices made on these four pages controls which sub page on level two is shown. This is true for both the 

ordinary questions (level two) and the control questions (level two) (see the lines labeled threshold, attack, 

ratio, release).  What’s also important to note is that the order of the ordinary questions level one are 

randomized separately, this is true for the ordinary question level two as well. The control questions are 

randomized together; both level one and level two. This means that each parameter of the compressor will 

either be a level one question or a level two question when asked as a control question. 

 

The actual listening test also has five radio buttons where they can choose how satisfied 

the test subjects are with there choice, also a textbox where they can comment on the 

sounds. 

 

The listening test ends with an optional commentary on the entire listening test and two 

questions. The two questions are if they missed the gauge commonly found on 

compressor and if they missed seeing the value of the settings being applied to the 

compressor. 
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Creating the Sounds 

When creating the drum sounds repeatability was the goal. The decision was made not to 

record drums but rather use pre recorded sample cds. The choice fell on two products 

from Toontrack Dfh Custom & Vintage and Dfh Superior.  The products were chosen 

because they were the only sample cds with drums the author has access to. When 

choosing a compressor a software one was chosen because as Michael Cooper (2001) 

states, digital compressors offer incremental control of every parameter, which would 

help avoid making the listening test biased by using approximate values. The compressor 

used was the C1 compressor from Waves because it fulfilled the criteria of being able to 

type in the values and it was easily available to the author. The drums selected were as 

bass drum the 22” Dw1 kick and as snare the 14” Craviotto and for hi hats the 14” Sabian 

2 hats. The three tracks KD (kick drum), SD-T (snare drum top) and SD-B (snare drum 

bottom) were routed to a group track in Steinberg Cubase were the C1 compressor was 

placed. Each unique setting used with the compressor was typed in and an audio 

mixdown was performed with the sounds in MP3 format with 16bits /44.1 kHz quality. 

 

The size of the listening test was considered because it was going to be placed on the 

internet and because of the time it took to create the sounds. The listening test was 

limited by making the listening test only vary one parameter as the three remaining 

parameters were fixed. This was done with two pre-tests I conducted on myself. I needed 

to choose both fixed values for all the parameters and the range in which the four 

parameters produced an audible change. First the fixed parameters were chosen. The goal 

with choosing the fixed compressor settings was to create the biggest audible difference 

of one isolated parameter given the three other parameters were fixed. So the question 

became what fixed setting of the three remaining parameters creates the biggest audible 

difference in for instance the attack time? The solution was to choose two settings of each 

compressor parameter, one high value and one low value. Then the high value and low 

value of the three fixed parameters was tested against the varying parameter. This process 

was repeated four times so that every parameter was varied whilst the other three were 

fixed. As a result of the first pre-test, the fixed settings of the compressor were chosen as 

attack five ms, release 98ms, threshold -27dB and ratio 10:1. The second test determined 
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the range of settings in which a parameter produced an audible difference. The results 

were used to limit the range of the varied parameters. This was done by using the setting 

from the first pre-test and then varying the four parameters one by one until a result was 

reached.  For a complete list of the results from the second pre-test see the settings in 

(appendix three).  

 

Michael Cooper (2001) writes that usually when compressing, make-up gain is used to 

make up for the gain reduction by the compressor. This is done by matching the level of 

the unprocessed signal with the signal of the processed signal. Hence each processed 

sound in the listening test will require setting make-up gain, the big question is how 

much? According to Paul White (1996) percussive sounds such as drums tend to have a 

big difference between Peak and RMS sensing in a compressor. The peaks of the 

individual drum beats are more accurately tracked by a peak type of compressor. 

Therefore while creating the sounds, the drums were played back within the music 

software Cubase and the peak level, of the group track with the three drum tracks in it 

was registered. Since none of the settings generated a peak value above zero all the peak 

values were negative. The peak value was inverted making them positive and written as 

the make-up gain setting of the compressor. Between each setting on the compressor that 

was recorded, the make-up gain was reset to zero and the peak value was reset to nothing.  

 

Selection of test subjects 

The selection of test subjects was based on the criteria that they should have a working 

knowledge of sound engineering and preferably compression as well. Professional sound 

engineers were excluded because they have through their profession and experience 

gotten used to that a compressor should sound a certain way. What the listening test 

focuses on is selecting the sounds more intuitively without relaying on experience. 

Therefore the choice of test subjects required that they should study sound engineering at 

college level. At Piteå College of Music (Piteå Musikhögskola) there are two programs, 

Arena Media, Music and Technology (Arena MMT) and Sound Engineer (Ljudingenjör). 

To widen the criterion, Radio Production (Radioproduktion) was also added because 

according to Barry Rudolph (2004) the sound of records and radio are both subject to 
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audio compression. The emails of the individuals attending these programs were obtained 

from ideal (2006-05-02). Ideal is a search engine for email addresses at Luleå University 

of Technology (Luleå Tekniska Universitet) which also includes Piteå College of Music. 

A total of 291 email addresses (myself not included) were obtained. 

 

An email was sent to the selection of test subjects on (2006-05-02) asking for their 

participation in a listening test. The email also stated that in order to partake in the 

listening test they had to study sound engineering. The email also stated that the listening 

test would be available until the sixth of May at 11 PM. The email also gave the internet 

location of the listening test. A second email was sent on (2006-05-05) reminding the 

selection about the listening test and that it would only be available until sixth of May at 

11 PM. It also included the internet location of the listening test. 

The listening test was place on the internet at http://drevfors.com on (2006-05-02) and 

was taken down on (2006-05-06) at around 11 PM. 

 

Of the 15 total test subjects, 11 study Arena Media, Music and Technology, two study 

Sound Engineer and one studies Radio Production. Six of the test subjects are studying 

their first year, seven are studying the second year and two are studying the third year. 

 

 

Analysis 

The listening test started with some opening questions on page five and some finishing 

questions on page 19 (appendix one). These varied in form from five choices to two 

choices to writing an answer. The multiple choice question (rate how well you think you 

can use a compressor) were the test subjects were given five choices in Swedish. The 

results however will be presented as one to five with one being the lowest rating and five 

being the highest rating. The questions that require writing will be presented according to 

how many gave the same answer.  

 

The data from selecting the best sounding setting is presented in two ways. The first way 

displays the mean and the standard deviation of the four parameters gathered from all 

http://drevfors.com/
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ordinary questions. In the second way the data is split into the four separate parameters of 

the compressor and the two different levels. The second way gives more in-depth data, 

such as the three measures of central tendency and two measures of distribution along 

with the minimum and maximum recorded value.  

 

Distribution graphs were used to find the shape of the distribution. This was applied to 

the variables of the z-test and the variables with a calculation of their mean. The normal 

distribution was plotted by taking the number of times a setting was selected on the y-

axis and the available choices displayed on the x-axis e.g. ratio: 2, 3.8, 5.6, 7.4 and 9.2.  

 

The correlation coefficient is according to Birgitta Rudberg (1993) calculated according 

to the formula;  

 

∑ (X – Mx) (Y – My) / (n * sx * sy.) 

 

X and Y are the variables being tested, Mx and My are the means for variable X and Y. n 

is the number of observations. sx and sy are the standard deviation of variable X and 

variable Y. The test subjects were used as common denominator. The correlation 

coefficient is used to calculate if a test subject sets the release time by what the attack 

time is set to and if the test subject sets the level of threshold by what the ratio is set to. 

The correlation coefficient is also used when calculating self estimated compressor 

ability or how well the test subjects thought they could use the compressor against the 

difference between the control question and the ordinary question.  

 

Z-test was used to compare the difference between level one and two with how pleased 

the test subjects were with their selection of settings. The Z test was calculated according 

to Birgitta Rudberg (1993) with the following formula; 

  

z = M1 – M2 / √(s1
2/n1 + s2

2/n2). 
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M1 and M2 are means of sample one and two. s1
2 and s2

2  are the standard deviation for 

sample one and two. n1 and n2 are the number of observations in sample one and two.  

 

The test subjects were free to choose if they wanted to fill in comments on every page 

between pages seven to 18 (appendix one and two) regarding the sounds and then a 

comment on the listening test on page 19 (appendix one and two). The comments were 

freely translated from Swedish to English and categorized according to similarities. The 

amount of similar comments are also reported and refer to number of comments and 

doesn’t take into account that the same individual can write the same comment twice at 

different stages during the listening test. Seven individuals choose not to comment at all, 

two commented on just the sounds and two on just the listening test and four commented 

on both the sounds and the listening test.  

 

The external non-response was 277 individuals. The internal non-response was none 

since the listening test was build around a feature that didn’t allow the user to continue 

unless they answered all the questions. 
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RESULTS  

Ability to use a compressor 1 2 3 4 5 

Nr of test subjects 3 4 6 2 0 
Table one: Test subjects rate their own ability to use a compressor 

  

Nine individuals said they used loudspeakers during the listening test and six used 

headphones. 

 

At the last page of the listening test, the test subjects were asked if they missed meters 

and seeing the values of the settings. There were eight answers yes to both questions and 

seven answers no. 

 

Choice of settings 

  Attack Release Ratio Threshold 
Mean 32,30 209,53 5,32 -20,00 
Standard deviation 14,82 134,51 2,83 4,42 
Table two: Settings for the four parameters from all ordinary questions summarized 

 

Parameter Mean Median Mode Min Max
Range of 
distribution 

Standard 
deviation

Attack Level one (ms) 32,60 31,00 19,00 7 55 48 15,62 
Release Level one (ms) 206,47 139,00 139,00 47 415 368 132,26 
Ratio Level one (X dB : 1dB) 5,36 5,60 5,60 2 9,2 7,2 2,79 
Threshold level one (dB) -19,87 -18,00 -18,00 -14 -26 12 4,24 
                
Attack Level two (ms) 32,00 34,00 49,00 13 55 42 14,51 
Release Level two (ms) 212,60 162,00 116,00 24 461 437 141,30 
Ratio Level two (X dB : 1dB) 5,27 5,15 8,75 or 1,10 1,1 10,1 9 2,97 
Threshold Level two (dB) -20,13 -18,00 -18,00 -13 -28 15 4,73 
Table three: Parameters and levels for ordinary questions separated with a more detailed overview 
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Distribution graphs 
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Graph one: shows the distribution for attack times from the ordinary level one questions. 

 

Distribution of Release Level1 (ordinary questions)
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Graph two: shows the distribution for release times from the ordinary level one questions. 
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Distribution of Ratio Level1 (ordinary questions)
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Graph three: shows the distribution for the ratio from the ordinary level one questions. 

 

Distribution of Threshold Level1 (ordinary questions)
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Graph four: shows the distribution for the threshold from the ordinary level one questions. 
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Distrubtion of 'Pleased with their choice'
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Graph five: shows the distribution for the question ‘how pleased are you with your choice?’ on both level 

one and level two. 
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Correlation attack, release, ratio, threshold 

Correlation: Attack, Release (1)
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Graph six: shows the correlation between the attack and release times from the ordinary level one 

questions. 

 
rxy = 0.32 
X = Attack 
Y = Release 
 

Correlation: Attack, Release (2)
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Graph seven: shows the correlation between the attack and release times from the ordinary level two 

questions. 

 
rxy = 0.28 
X = Attack 
Y = Release 
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Correlation: Ratio, Threshold (1)
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Graph eight: shows the correlation between the ratio and threshold from the ordinary level one questions. 

 
rxy = -0.56 
X = Ratio 
Y = Threshold 
 

Correlation: Ratio, Threshold (2)
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Graph nine: shows the correlation between the ratio and threshold from the ordinary level two questions. 

rxy = -0.61 
X = Ratio 
Y = Threshold 
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Correlation compressor ability and difference between questions 

Correlation compressor ability and difference between questions
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Graph ten: how much the control question deviates from the ordinary question compared to self estimated 

compressor ability. 

 

rxy = -0.35 
X = Self estimated compressor ability 
Y = Difference between ordinary and control question 
 

Control questions were used to test the reliability of the results by playing the same 

sounds twice without informing the test subjects of the repetition. There were two control 

questions on level one and two on level two. The difference between the ordinary and 

control questions can be expressed in two ways. Since each parameter consists of 21 

sounds or settings, the number of settings that differ is one way of expressing the 

difference. The second way of expressing the difference is how many actual buttons or 

choices differ. The first way better reflects that level two has much smaller differences 

between its settings. But on the other hand the test subject can’t at level one choose all 

the intermediate settings that are possible at level two which makes the second way 

fairer. 
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Pleased with their choice 
Test if individuals were more pleased with their choice on level one then on level two. 

 

M1 = level one both ordinary and control questions 

M2 = level two both ordinary and control questions 

Null hypothesis: M1 = M2 

Alternative hypothesis: M1 ≠ M2 

 mean n standard deviation 
M1 3.10 90 0.92 
M2 2.67 90 1.05 
z = 2.94    
Table four: results of z test for test subjects (M1) level of satisfaction with their choice of sound at level 

one and (M2) is the test subjects level of satisfaction at level two. Tested using results from ordinary 

questions as well as control questions. 

 

Because z = 2.94; the null hypothesis is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis is 

accepted. 
 

 

Comments from subjects 
The comments given varied greatly but have been summarised as follows. The comments 

were translated from Swedish to English by the author and placed between citation 

marks.  

 

Nine comments were made that the sounds were hard to distinguish between. Seven of 

the comments (synpunkter på ljuden) were made on the sounds (appendix one and two) 

two of comments were made on comments off the listening test (synpunkter på 

lyssningstestet) (appendix one and two). The comments varied a little bit. Examples are 

“they all sound the same”, “very small audible differences but they exist” to “it’s hardly 

any difference between sound one and five”. A final comment was “it could be good with 

a greater difference between the sounds”. Another comment on the listening test was 

“there were many answers were I could just as easily have chosen a different sound 
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because I couldn’t hear any difference”. Of the seven comments on the sounds, three 

were on level one and four on level two.  

 

Twelve comments were made regarding what the test subject heard or how they based 

their decision. Eleven comments were made on the sounds and one on the listening test. 

One comment on threshold level one was “sound four and five sound horrible” to another 

comment on ratio level one “sound two is just right”. Some were very elaborate like a 

comment “sound one sounds as if it’s the least impacted, the hi-hat doesn’t appear to be 

impacted only the bass drum and the snare and it sounds as if sound two to five has a 

higher level”.  

 

Three comments were made about speed the compressor works at. One on attack level 

one “sound one had a little too fast attack”.  

 

Two comments revolved around reverb. Both on release level one. One of them was 

“tight reverb on the bass drum”.   

 

Two comments regarded that all the settings were dependant on what type of music you 

mix it together with. After making this comment one of the test subjects made the 

following conclusion “how much punch do you want in the snare? There really isn’t any 

right or wrong”.  

 

Three comments reviewed the listening test and one said that “the test was a bit long, and 

it was tiresome to listen to the same drums over and over again”. Another review of the 

listening test said “it was well worked through and the ability to do it online with your 

own listening equipment that you’re very accustomed to was great”. The last comment 

said “it was problematic to have everybody sit at home with different equipment and 

different rooms which will affect the way the sounds are reproduced and also with the 

ability to set the volume differently”.  
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Conclusion of the results 

Some of the participants wrote comments about either the sounds or the listening test. 

One recurring comment was that it was hard to hear differences between the sounds. The 

results from the choice of settings show that while the mean for the four parameters of the 

compressor is attack 32 ms, release 210 ms, ratio is 5.3:1 and the threshold is -20dB, the 

standard deviation shows hat the spread is very large. Distribution graphs were used to se 

what the distribution of the four parameters and the question ‘pleased with your choice’ 

looked like. The four parameters of the compressor had a tendency to have a normal 

distribution while ‘pleased with your choice’ looked more like it was normally 

distributed. A z-test compared the level of satisfaction between level one and level two. 

The calculations returned a z value of 2.94. This means that the alternative hypothesis is 

accepted. Furthermore five different correlation coefficients were calculated. The 

correlation between compressor ability and the difference between questions returned a 

rxy value of -0.35. The correlation between threshold and ratio returned a rxy value of -

0.56 at level one and -0.61 at level two. The last two correlations returned the rxy value 

0.32 on level one and 0.28 on level two of the correlation between attack and release 

times. 
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DISCUSSION 

When placing a listening test on the internet, the test subject can be anywhere they want 

in the world to do the test whenever it suits them rather then booking the time to do it and 

going to a specific location. Another advantage is not being constrained to one person at a 

time doing the test. With the internet the only limit to how many can do the test at the 

same time is how much bandwidth the web host has. Another advantage is that the 

computer is neutral, it treats all test subject the same. When conducting a listening test in 

person it is harder to say that all test subjects are treated equally. This can also be a bit of 

disadvantage because when the test is online any questions the test subjects have, will 

have to go unanswered. Therefore the listening test must clearly specify what the test 

subjects should do, the listening test should be easy to understand and at the same time 

very intuitive. Another problem with not meeting test subjects is it’s impossible to get 

any indication besides the results how serious the test subjects were during the listening 

test.  

 

Another problem is the difference in equipment which one of the test subjects pointed 

out. Different equipment does create another source of error because compressor settings 

might sound different through different types of listening equipment. However it can also 

be an advantage. One test subject said it was great having the listening test online so the 

test could be done at home with equipment that the listener is well acquainted with. 

Another advantage with being well acquainted with the equipment is that the listener has 

listened to other types of music on it and has a point of reference. A listening test with 

speakers the test subjects are foreign with would leave the test subject with no point of 

reference. On the other hand a listening test at a physical location could provide the test 

subject with better listening equipment which would make it easier to hear audible 

differences between the different compressor settings. But at the same time since those 

loudspeakers would remain the same throughout both pre-tests and the actual listening 

test, one possible error is choosing compressor settings that only sound good on those 
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speakers and after the listening test the settings are tried on a different set of speakers and 

the same setting could sound very different. 

 

To answer ‘which is the best compressor setting on drums?’ a listening test was used. The 

listening test played samples of drums compressed with different settings. To ensure the 

validity of the listening test, each parameter of the compressor was tested individually. 

This is both good and bad in terms of validity. Good because it is possible with the results 

to say that this parameter caused this result. But since it is not an interactive listening test 

where all the parameters can be changed at the same time like on a real compressor, the 

test subjects are unable to hear how the different parameters interact with each other e.g. 

if the attack time is short the release time will start earlier then with a longer attack time. 

Therefore a limitation of the listening test is the results are only valid against the fixed 

settings used on the four parameters of the compressor.  

 

In order to ensure reliability, control questions were added to the listening test. The test 

subjects listened to the same settings of the compressor twice. A test using the correlation 

coefficient was used to test for the correlation between compressor ability and the 

difference between the questions. The correlation was -0.35. This is interpreted by me as 

the test subjects who estimated their compressor ability as high had a lower difference 

between ordinary and control question. Because of this test subjects who estimate their 

compressor ability higher can more easily repeat their settings. 

 

In terms of reliability and the internet there were two positive things, firstly every test 

subject gets exactly the same information. Secondly they could only give one answer to 

each question, however some individuals on the question of how pleased are you with 

your choice, gave the same answer every time. While a possible outcome, it can suggest 

that the individual didn’t apply themselves hard enough to give a more varied answer. 

Another problem with the reliability is that the test subjects were asked to choose which 

compressor setting sounded best. It is possible that everyone didn’t have the same 

definition of what best is. One comment that was best is dependent on what type of sound 
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you’re after thus suggesting that there are many different definitions of the word best in 

relation to compressor settings on drums. 

 

The participation in the listening was pretty low compared to the large number of the 

selection. Parts of the high external non-response can be explained by the program arena 

mmt allows its students to choose a wide range of courses for themselves so a lot of 

students studying arena mmt aren’t studying sound engineer at all. Unfortunately I 

haven’t been able to find out how many students study sound engineering. A big problem 

was also the short time the listening test was available on the internet.  

 

Graph five, the distribution of ’Pleased with their choice’ shows a normal distribution, it 

also shows that level two has a lot less selections at three, four and five but a lot more 

selections at one and two compared to level one. This is also supported by the Z-test 

‘pleased with their choice’ (see table four) which returned a Z-value of 2.94 making the 

alternative hypothesis accepted. Therefore it is possible to conclude that the test subjects 

were more pleased with their choice on level one then on level two.  

 

By looking away from ‘pleased with your choice’ and comparing how the two levels 

differ, level two has 21 alternatives although only five are seen by the test subjects, and 

level one has five alternatives. So the difference between level one and level two is more 

options at level two, but why would more options make the test subjects less pleased with 

their choice of setting? In comments from the subjects there were nine comments made 

about how the sounds were hard to distinguish from one another. Of these nine comments 

two were on the listening test, three comments were made at level one and four at level 

two. There is a small difference in favour of level two being harder to distinguish 

between the sounds than at level one. This can be explained by the fact that the sounds at 

level one have larger leaps between the settings then at level two. This leads to the 

speculation that maybe people need confirmation about the difference the compressor is 

making in order to be more pleased with their choice. 
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Also it is possible to speculate that even though eight missed meters and the values of the 

settings of the compressor and seven didn’t miss them. With a slight advantage to 

missing meters and settings, this could mean that sound engineers also need to see the 

meter of the compressor to see how much is it compressing and also need to see the 

values of the setting in order to confirm what they are hearing and feel pleased with their 

choice. A possible scenario is that sound engineers reach the appropriate compressor 

settings not by hearing alone but also by thinking ‘if I compress the drums by this many 

dBs it should sound ok and I know the attack portion of the drum is 35ms long so the 

attack time should be set to around 35ms’.  

 

Why is this important? Well in order to answer ‘which compressor settings future sound 

engineers subjectively think sound best on drums’ one has to know how sound engineers 

arrive at the settings they do. If it’s hard to distinguish between the settings by listening 

to them maybe theoretical knowledge is needed in order to select the correct setting. This 

would mean that the validity of the results are not entirely accurate since the listening test 

did not provide the correct theoretical tools to select the best settings such as the amount 

of compression and the values of the settings. 

 
According to Birgitta Rudberg (1993) a correlation coefficient of zero equals zero 

correlation which means that there is no connection at all between the two variables. A 

coefficient of positive one means that if you know what one variable is the other variable 

can be determined. On the other hand if the correlation is negative one then there is in 

inverse relationship between the variables. The correlation coefficient was used to test if 

the value of the attack time causes the test subjects to set a short release time. At level 

one the coefficient was 0.32 and at level two the coefficient was 0.28, which is 

interpreted by me as a very weak link between attack time and release time. The 

correlation between ratio and threshold is somewhat stronger returning a value of -0.56 at 

level one and -0.61 at level two. This is interpreted by me as a somewhat stronger but 

inverse relationship. Either the compressor should affect the drums in a minimum way 

with low ratio and high threshold (closer to zero dB) or the compressor should affect the 

drums in a maximum way, with a high ratio and a low threshold (closer to -∞ dB).  
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The results of the correlation show that since there exists a relationship between ratio and 

threshold that either the test subjects preferred a high degree of compression or they 

preferred a low degree of compression. However since the correlation between attack and 

release times only gave a very weak or no relationship at all which would suggest that the 

test subjects gave more varied answers. This could be because of the design of the 

listening test. One design flaw could be the parameters of the compressor were varied 

against fixed values, which might not be a problem with threshold and ratio but might be 

more troublesome with attack and release. Another possible explanation is that there was 

no consensus amongst the test subjects. A third alternative is that the test subjects could 

not hear the difference and gave a random answer, something which is backed up by a 

comment from one of the test subjects saying ‘there were many answers were I could just 

as easily have chosen a different sound because I couldn’t hear any difference’. 

 

With the distribution graphs, graphs one to four show a somewhat ‘bell shaped’ 

distribution. The conclusion of this is that the means of the four parameters must be 

interpreted carefully. These are the graphs with level one, ordinary questions. Graph five 

showed a much better ‘bell curve’ then the other distribution curves, but here a total of 

180 responses was collected, 90 on each level. 

 

The mean for the four parameters of the compressor from both levels ordinary questions 

is attack 32 ms, release 210 ms, ratio is 5.3:1 and the threshold is -20dB. Standard 

deviation is attack fifteen ms, release 135 ms, ratio 2.8 and threshold 4.4. While looking 

at appendix three the min and max values for the four parameters are: attack min one ms 

and max 61ms, release min one ms and max 461ms, ratio min 1.1:1 and max 10.1:1, and 

threshold min -12dB and max -32dB. The mean value is somewhere in the middle of min 

and max for all four parameters. Another thing to point out is the standard deviation. 

When taking the standard deviation value plus and minus the mean of the four parameters 

one would end up with the following results; Attack 17 to 47ms, release 75 to 345ms, 

ratio 2.5:1 to 8.1:1 and threshold -15.6dB to -24.4dB.  
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The range of the four parameters can be found by taking the max value minus the min 

value. Then by taking the mean plus / minus the standard deviation and then minus the 

min value and dividing with the max value, it will show at what percentile of the total 

range the standard deviation is located. For attack this would be 61 minus 1 equals to 60 

then divide with standard deviation values minus min value 46 divided by 60 equals to 

77% and 16 divided by 60 equals to 27%. And for the other parameters the same 

calculation gives release 16% and 75%, ratio 16% and 78% and for threshold 18% and 

62%. This means the low standard deviation is within the range 16% to 27% and the high 

standard deviation is within the range 62% to 78%. The two values that stand out from 

the others is the threshold where the high value of the standard deviation is 62% instead 

of 75% to 78% for the other three. The other value that stands out is the low value of the 

attack which is 27% instead of 16 to 18% for the other parameters. What does a standard 

deviation mean? Well one standard deviation step as used above equals  68% of the set 

which in this case is roughly (76%-16%) 60% of the range of the max values, which 

shows how large the spread of  choices is. 

 

However it is important to remember that the results were derived against the fixed 

values, and the results will only be valid in comparison to them. What does this mean? 

Well the fixed values were attack five ms, release 98ms, threshold -27dB and ratio 10:1. 

This means that the mean of the attack was chosen by the test subjects while the other 

settings of the compressor were set to release 98ms, threshold -27dB and ratio 10:1. 

Maybe if the fixed values would have been set differently then the attack would have 

been set differently. There is another problem, which is the drum recording. Since 

different drum recordings might require different settings on the compressor if they come 

from e.g. a drum machine.  

 

Since there are no more results to go through it’s time to try to answer the question 

“Which compressor settings future sound engineers subjectively think sound best on 

drums ?“ While a mean of the four parameters were reached, the large standard deviation 

shows that there is a wide spread of choices which is a problem. The wide spread of 

choices lowers the precision. With that I mean is, with a narrower spread of the standard 
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deviation it would have been easier to say the best settings are within these small ranges. 

However it is only a lack of precision if the test subjects were unable to hear the 

difference between the sounds. There are some comments from the test subjects that 

would back this up. However there exists another possibility to the wide spread of 

answers which one of the test subjects commented with “How much punch do you want 

in the snare? There really isn’t any right or wrong”. Simply put there can exist many 

different ‘best’ sounding settings, or every sound engineer can have their own definition. 

Unfortunately it is rather hard to find any evidence that would exclude either one. And 

since I have comments supporting both it is possible that both are true. But it is hard to 

know at what extent.  Even tough I received more comments on it being hard to hear the 

difference then that there are several ‘best’ sounding settings. If both ideas were asked as 

question to all test subjects maybe more would have chosen that there are several 

different settings that all sound best. 

 

If I were to redo the test one thing I would have changed is using less alternatives and 

making only a level one and not doing level two. However I did have a thought with 

choosing five alternatives which was to be consistent and use five alternatives throughout 

the listening test. The second reason was to increase precision, however I didn’t take into 

account that increased precision could lead to greater uncertainty among the test subjects. 

It would also have been a good idea to vary the settings against each other. I choose not 

to do this for two reasons, the first reason was just the shear size of the project and some 

technical limitation within the program the listening test was made. Secondly I thought it 

would be easier for the test subjects to focus on one setting at a time. When the settings 

vary against each other the task of choosing settings becomes more complex because they 

not only have to sound good by themselves but they have to sound good together.  

 

Instead of asking what sounds best, perhaps it’s more appropriate given the results to ask 

what is it they are exactly hearing, this is much more difficult question to answer but one 

way is to play five different sounds that were compressed differently and ask the test 

subjects to write down the qualities that change between the sounds. The problem with 

such a task is that it requires the test subjects to use a comparable language and it also 
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requires them to actually hear a difference which requires better trained listeners. And 

another problem the question raises is, is this very useful information? But it will answer 

whether the results in this study are because people hear differently or because it is hard 

to say that one compressor setting is better then the other. 

 

Something else that can be researched is how individuals set their compressor settings. 

This would be accomplished with a similar listening test, but the test subjects would be 

timed every time they selected a sound. The times would be compared according to how 

long they listened to each sound, did they listen through all the sounds, did they stop at 

two sounds and compare them to each other, how long time did they listen to each sound.  

This information could then be used to design more user friendly compressors. These 

more user friendly compressors could instead of containing the parameters; attack, 

release, ratio, threshold, contain more intuitive controls which contain the sound they add 

“more/less reverb”, “more/less punch”, “increased/decreased fatness”. These new 

controls would use the compressor parameters; attack, release, ratio, threshold to create 

these sounds. 

 

A third alternative is to look at how professional sound engineers use compressor on 

drums. The problem is that the essay could come to be a lot more about other things then 

compression such as how the drums are recorded, how the drums are equalized, different 

songs and genres, how drums are gated, setting the volume of the different drum tracks 

such as bass drum and snare drum and how the tracks are routed to aux sends/input where 

additive compression is added. It would quite easily be about everything then drum 

compression.  

 

Another alternative is to first ask professional sound engineers of different qualities of the 

drum tracks they try to enhance with compressors, and then doing a follow up with how 

the professional sound engineers set the compressor to change the qualities of the drum 

tracks. 
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Conclusion of the discussion 

 
With a listening test on the internet, test subjects can do the test whenever and wherever 

they want, as well as many test subjects can do the test at the same time. A problem 

occurs when a question arises during the test. Another problem is that test subjects have 

different listening equipment but this can also be a good thing because the test subjects 

have listened to other types of music through their equipment and have a reference point. 

 

To ensure validity the individual parameters of the compressor were tested separately 

however a problem with this is the test subjects are unable to hear how the parameters 

affect each other. Control questions were added to ensure the reliability of the listening 

test. This was used to see if the test subjects would give the same answer to the same 

question twice. The correlation returned a value of -0.35. This shows that the test subjects 

who estimate their compressor ability higher can more easily repeat their settings. 

 

The listening test had quite low participation, only 15 test subjects. This is because the 

arena program allows the student to choose course for themselves and doesn’t necessarily 

demand the student to study any sound engineering classes. Another problem was the 

short time the listening test was online. 

 

The results from the question ‘pleased with your choice’ showed that the test subjects 

were more pleased a level one then at level two. The difference between level one and 

level two is the amount of choices. But why would you be less pleased with more 

options? Comments at level two suggested that the sounds were hard to distinguish 

between. And since more test subjects missed meters and values of the settings it is 

possible that in order to choose the correct setting the test subject needed not only hearing 
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but also meters and values of the settings. If this is true it undermines the validity of the 

results since no meters and values of settings were provided. 

  

The results show a higher correlation between ratio and threshold, and a lower correlation 

between attack and release times. There are three possible reasons why the ratio and 

threshold gave a stronger correlation then attack and release times. The first is while one 

parameter of the compressor was varied the others were fixed. This might have impacted 

the attack and release times more. Secondly no consensus among the test subjects and 

thirdly is that the test subjects couldn’t hear the difference and guessed. 

 

The distribution graphs all had graphs that resembled a ‘bell shaped’ curve. However the 

graphs for the four parameters only had fifteen answers each and aren’t as easy to say that 

they have a normal distribution. But the graph for distribution of ‘pleased with their 

choice’ with 90 answers on each level showed a much better resemblance to a ‘bell 

shaped’ curve. 

 

The mean of the four parameters was attack 32ms, release 210 ms, ratio 5.3:1 and 

threshold -20dB. The standard deviation was attack fifteen ms, release 135 ms, ratio 2.8 

and threshold 4.4. A calculation was done to find out at what percentile of the total range 

the standard deviation was located at. And for the four parameters attack was 27% and 

77%, release 16% and 75%, ratio 16% and 78% and for threshold 18% and 62% This 

shows the large spread of choices. This could either be because the test subjects couldn’t 

hear the difference or they had different views of what the ‘best’ setting is. 

 

If I were to redo the test I would only make one level and fewer alternatives. Another 

thing I would have tried would have been to vary the settings against each other even if it 

would have made it harder for the test subjects. 

 

Alternative or future research could be done on what is it the test subjects actually hear 

changing and also how do test subjects choose their settings.  A third alternative would be 

to look at how professional sound engineers use compressors on drums. However such an 
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approach might shift the attention away from compressor. A forth alternative is to ask 

what qualities professional sound engineers try to enhance and then ask them how they 

set the compressor to achieve these changes. 
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Appendix one (Swedish original, Graphic) 
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Appendix two (English translation, Text) 
 
This appendix contains a text version of the original Swedish graphic version found in 
appendix one. The page number in bold corresponds to the page number above each 
graphic in the Swedish version. 
 
Page 1 
 
Loading 
 
Page 2 
 
Nothing 
 
Page 3 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 1 of 17 
 
The listening test is divided into 3 parts. 
 
Part 1) Introductory questions and instructions for the listening test. 
 
Part 2) The listening test contains twelve pages with five choices on every page. 
 
Part 3) Closing question about your thoughts about the listening test. 
 
Next Page 
 
Page 4 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 2 of 17 
 
Every page has a headline that reads either Attack, Release, Ratio or Threshold. These 
are the four different functions that are going to be tested. 
 
Attack, the time it takes for the incoming signal to rise above the “threshold” until the 
compressor starts to work. You should focus on how long time after the drum stroke 
should have a high gain before the compressor lowers the gain 
 
Release, the time it takes after the incoming signal drops below “threshold” to the 
compressor stops to work. You should focus on how long time after the drum stroke the 
drums the compressor should work. 



 
 

 
Ratio, how much of the incoming signal should be lowered in gain in comparison to the 
original. You should focus on how hard should the compressor work. 
 
Threshold, the gain where the compressor starts and stops working. You should focus on 
how much of the drums shall be compressed. 
 
Next page 
 
Page 5 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 3 of 17 
 
1 Which education do you attend? 
 
2 Which class do you attend? 
 
3 How well do you think you can use a compressor? 
 
Not at all, poorly, good, very good, excellent 
 
4 Will you be using headphones or loudspeakers during the listening test? 
 
Headphones, loudspeakers 
 
Next page 
 
Page 6 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 4 of 17 
 
1 The goal with the listening test is that you should choose the sound you think sounds 
best. 
 
2 Do the test separately. 
 
3 Comments located on each page are voluntary. 
 
4 The listening test has five buttons marked 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Press the buttons to play a 
sound. 
 
5. Unfortunately there is no back button. Therefore you must be certain of your choice 
really is right before you press next page.  



 
 

 
Next page 
 
Page 7 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 5 of 17 
 
Ratio 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 8 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 6 of 17 
 
Threshold 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 9 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 7 of 17 
 
Release 



 
 

 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 10 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 8 of 17 
 
Attack 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 11 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 9 of 17 
 
Ratio 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 



 
 

 
Page 12 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 10 of 17 
 
Attack 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 13 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 11 of 17 
 
Release 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 14 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 12 of 17 
 
Threshold 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 



 
 

 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 15 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 13 of 17 
 
Release 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 16 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 14 of 17 
 
Ratio 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 17 



 
 

 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 15 of 17 
 
Attack 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 18 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 16 of 17 
 
Threshold 
 
Your choice is finish with the button that is your choice 
 
How content are you with your choice? 
 
Not content at all, slightly content, somewhat content, very content, extremely content 
 
Comments about the sounds? 
 
Next page 
 
Page 19 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Page 17 of 17 
 
1. Do you miss meter that show how much the sound is compressed? 
Yes, No 
 
2. Did you miss seeing the values of the settings? 
Yes, No 



 
 

 
3. Comments on the listening test! 
 
Send 
 
Page 20 
 
Drums and compression 
 
The result is being sent… 
 
Page 21 
 
Drums and compression 
 
Your results are saved and you can close this page. 
 
Thank you for your participation! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Appendix three 
 

 
Figure two: Settings in relationship to the sound on each page in the listening test. The heading level one 

buttons refers to each of the five buttons on page seven to nine and page 15 and 16 in (appendix one). The 

heading level two buttons refers to the five buttons on pages 11 to 14 and 17 and 18 in (appendix one). 

Since the settings on level one determine which page you end up at level two, there are two lines forming 

an arrow to indicate the setting at level two. The heading setting refers to the number heading in the table 

below. 

 

The settings are identified by their numbers one through 21 as can be seen in the above 

picture. On level one, button one is setting three, button two is setting seven, button three 

is setting 11, button four is setting 15 and button five is setting 19. In order to make the 

listening test download faster, level two shares the setting one and five for each page. 

Since the test subject only can end up on one level two page the setting will only be used 

once. The only setting that is reused is the level one buttons and the corresponding button 

three on level two. 

 
 



 
 

Attack 
Number Setting (milliseconds) Make-up Gain (dB) 
1 1 8,3 
2 4 3,9 
3 7 3,1 
4 10 2,8 
5 13 2,7 
6 16 2,6 
7 19 2,5 
8 22 2,5 
9 25 2,5 
10 28 2,4 
11 31 2,4 
12 34 2,4 
13 37 2,4 
14 40 2,4 
15 43 2,4 
16 46 2,4 
17 49 2,4 
18 52 2,4 
19 55 2,4 
20 58 2,4 
21 61 2,4 
   

Ratio 
Number Setting X (dB) : 1 (dB) Make-up Gain (dB) 
1 1,1 2,6 
2 1,55 3,2 
3 2 3,3 
4 2,45 3,4 
5 2,9 3,4 
6 3,35 3,5 
7 3,8 3,5 
8 4,25 3,5 
9 4,7 3,5 
10 5,15 3,5 
11 5,6 3,5 
12 6,05 3,5 
13 6,5 3,5 
14 6,95 3,5 
15 7,4 3,5 
16 7,85 3,5 
17 8,3 3,5 
18 8,75 3,5 
19 9,2 3,5 
20 9,65 3,5 
21 10,1 3,5 
   



 
 

Release 
Number Setting (milliseconds) Make-up Gain (dB) 
1 1 3,6 
2 24 3,4 
3 47 3,5 
4 70 3,5 
5 93 3,5 
6 116 3,6 
7 139 3,8 
8 162 3,9 
9 185 4,1 
10 208 4,3 
11 231 4,5 
12 254 4,8 
13 277 5 
14 300 5,1 
15 323 5,4 
16 346 5,6 
17 369 5,8 
18 392 6 
19 415 6,2 
20 438 6,3 
21 461 6,5 
   

Threshold 
Number Setting (dB) Make-up Gain (dB) 
1 -12 2,5 
2 -13 2,6 
3 -14 2,6 
4 -15 2,7 
5 -16 2,7 
6 -17 2,8 
7 -18 2,8 
8 -19 2,9 
9 -20 3 
10 -21 3 
11 -22 3,1 
12 -23 3,2 
13 -24 3,3 
14 -25 3,4 
15 -26 3,4 
16 -27 3,5 
17 -28 3,6 
18 -29 3,7 
19 -30 3,8 
20 -31 3,9 
21 -32 4 
 


